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‘ This is all very nice, Kemble,’ he said
How fortunate this is ! I must confess
IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
with a cynical curl of his thin lip, as 1 telt a little sorry at the idea of stripping and thought nothing of walking five miles
I ake them, and by -to-morrow I dare
Kemble ended with tears and self-up- the rooms and sending all the family lux in a morning.’
JAMES K. REMICH.
say we can find some nice comfortable
Kemble looked at Gordon with a tri room that we can hire. I don’t want any
Office on the Main Street, over D. Remich’s Bookstore. braidings ; ‘ all very nice doubtless, and all uries of our better days to an auction
very true ! But she has twenty-five hun store. Neal Gordon has a kinder heart umphant smile, and the other returned a nurse, and as there^fe but three of us, I
Two dollars per annum, if paid witbin the year. In dred dollars a year left yet!—It is enough than I believed he possessed. He has gratified glance. Yet it was his disposi can easily do all the cooking that we need.
tion to prove.
How- well you bear it, Kemble !
terest will be charged on all subscriptions which remain for any genteel family. She has, it is true shown great delicacy and feeling in this
’ You Can’t give parties very well, here,’
unpaid at the expiration of the year. No paper dis parted with her carriage, but how few
‘ It is this which is my greatest support,
proposition. Now all we shall have to do he said, glaring around the small apart
continued, except at the option of the publisher, until keep equipages here, and how very use
though a woman can bear adversity and
will
be
to
purchase
plain
furniture
and
ment.
all arrearages are paid.
less they are in a city like this !
She move into our new house?
the world’s frowns, I think, better than
‘ No, except to Kemble and the baby,’ man!’
ICT The publisher does not hold himself responsi will not miss it. She will feel its depri
‘ And don’t you even sigh to leave this, she said laughing. ‘ It is large enough for
ble for any error in any advertisement beyond the vation most in the sneers and whispers
Kemble could scarcely refrain from giv
atberme ?’ asked Kemble, struck by her play with the child, and to dine in—be
amount charged for its insertion.
of her ill-loving friends. She has but cheerful and resigned air.
ing vent to his emotion at the sublime
sides, I think small rooms more sociable, moral spectacle his noble wife presented.
three servants, it is true, and few
‘ \ feel a little, Kemble, in leaving rooms
rich families here have more. In your where we have passed so many happy and in winter far more comfortable. I an-' >He took her hand, pressed it ardently to
MISCELLANY.
small family you don’t need any more. hours together, and parting from objects ticipate a good deal of comfort here this his lips, and turned away to hide his af
She retains her fine house, and all the lux endeared to both of us by mutual posses winter, lhave nothing to complain of fecting sensations of shame and regret at
THE YOUNG WIFE’S TRIAL.
uries of her condition. In fact she has sion. Beyond this I have ’db feeling. I cousin, especially as Kemble bears this the part he was playing.
A SEQUEL TO “ WOODCOCK SHOOTING.” parted with nothing !
The following week Kemble Powell and
You buye hot tri shall live as happily in our humble home change in his circumstances so well.’
The inquisitor was silent, and soon af his excellent wife, were the inmates of a
ed
her.
From
your
manner
when
you
as
I
have
ever
done
here,
if
I
thought
vou
[Continued from last number.']
terward took his leave, impressed for the single room in the suburbs of Southark,
went home she had prepared her mind to Kemble could forget?
first time, with the power and beauty of
Without speaking further, Catherine receive a shock so much greater that the
But your friends would neglect you. female resignation. The following day about two miles out from Chesnut Street.
quietly rose and pulled the bell. Thomas, truth seemed insignificant to her.
T he chamber was meanly furnished with
No You know what the world is?
the cousins met, and Neal expressed both
the footman, replied to it.
wonder she was cheerful. It was that
‘ And knowing what it is Kemble, I have his surprise and pleasure at what he had a bed, table and a few jchairs. It wore an
‘ Thomas, send James and George, the cheerfulness begotten by thankfulness that
air of neat poverty. It was evening, and
waiters here, and also ask Hannah and it was not the half she had forboded from never placed my affections upon it. Hap witnessed the day before.
Catherine had just made tea and toast,
py
in
your
love?
she
added
smilingly,
‘
I
‘ I trust now you are convinced Cathe- 1and set the meal on a half leaf of a side ta
Clara to come to me, and return with your long face and ominous hints. It has
shall care for no other world but that of rine married me for myself and not for my
them yourself.’
ble covered with a snowy napkin. She
been no fair test, Kemble ; and Neal Gor wifely affection?
fortune,’ said the delighted and triumphing was
'
5 Yes, madam,’ answered the footman don coolly lighted a second cigar at the
dressed in a plain calico frock, her
‘ Mrs. Linton, Mrs. Wells, Mrs. Car-’ husband.
1hair neatly laid on either cheek, and her
with a low bow and departed on his er stump of one he had just smoked up, and
den, Mrs. Rainer and all those fashionable
‘ No. She has around her comforts 1
rand, wondering what such a message then handed a couple of regalias across
acquaintances will refuse longer to speak :and luxuries. Naturally of a strong mind, pale face looking paler than usual, but se
and meeting portended.
rene and cheerful. In the cradle lay their
the table to Kemble.
with you?
she has bent herself to the circumstances
‘ You see Kemble, I am already pre
‘ You are incorrigible-most cruelly so
‘ I expect it, Kemble, and am prepared that have thickened around her; but babe smiling up into Kemble’s face, and
paring to accommodate myself to our new said Kemble with a look of mental an for it. But you having no horses will be
inviting him to take him up, which he did,
there is no proof she did not love your for and began to trot him on his knee. Cath
position,’she said, smiling. ‘Only keep guish. ‘What further sacrifice shall I make?’
more with me now, and having but one tune more than you. All she now has,
up cheerful spirits and you will find my
erine turned upon him a look of love, and
‘ Reduce your expenses to one thous nurse, I shall give my attention more to
lessened as it is from what it was, is i/owr said smiling,
happiness, and perhaps your own, does and dollars, and by so much you reduce
the babe ; and so I and babe at least will
‘ I believe you love both the babe and
not consist in servants, or equipages. her affection,’ answered Neal Gordon, qui be happier and I will try my best to make gift; for when you married her, she had
nothing. All she enjoys then, is her gain. me better than ever ; now I know you
Have I your permission to dismiss the ser etly.
you so. It is not costly carpets and mar
vants ? It must be a disagreeable duty to
‘ I will do it, and triumph over your un ble tables, damask hangings and lofty dwel- Compared with her situation a few weeks bear cheerfully this great change in your
you, and 1 would relieve you from so em just suspicions? answered Kemble with ings, servants and equipages, nor the hol ago, she is the loser, but contrasted with circumstances, I feel that it is a blessing to
barrassing a task.’
warmth. ‘ Now I have begun I will not low smiles of fashion, in which true hap her condition two years ago, she is infi us—for we have more of each other’s so
nitely the gainer. There has been, there ciety, and I think we are a great deal hap
Kemble could hardly reply from won stop till you confess, Neal Gordon, that
piness consists. Removed from poverty fore no fair trial. It is yet to come. De pier than we ever were before? And she
der, shame and self-accusation that he Catherine Kemble is the noblest creature
(and we certainly are, though reduced) prive her of some personal comforts. Try folded both him and her child in one em
should have been tempted to conspire a- breathing on God’s earth. I am convinced
the humblest station is the happiest?
her through her self-loves.’
brace, and then invited him to take his
gainst so lovely a woman. But he felt it from the trial I have already made?
‘ I know not what to think of you Cath
‘It shall be done,’ said Kemble bitterly, seat at their little tea table.
was now too late to repent, if be would,
‘ Ha, ha, ha? laughed his friend, sar- erine,’ said Kemble, gazing upon her ani
‘ Don’t you sigh for your past condition
and yielding himself to the current of cir castically.
‘You are a husband, and mated and seraphic countenance with after walking the room a few moments in
—your carriage, servants, costly furniture,
cumstances he bad set in motion, suffered your wife has mesmerized you so that you love and worship, ‘ till this moment I agitated silence.
That evening he returned home and house and luxuries?’ asked Kemble ; ‘ do
things to take their course.
can see only as she xsillsd
knew not half your worth?
found Catherine waiting tea for him. Af- you never regret this great fall Cathe
The servants now entered, and stood
‘You shall see only as I do yet, Gordon,
The week following, Kemble removed fectionately kissing her, (for his love for rine ?’
by the door in silence. Kemble turned mesmerism or no? answered Kemble’
to his new abode. Catherine had prece her had increased with the severity of the
‘ On my own account not for a moment,’
his face away and took up a book, the leaving him, and returning home. On his
ded him that morning, telling him he must sacrifice of which he was making her the she answered with a sincerity that charm
leaves of which he occupied himself in way his mind was agitated as to the man
not come home until dinner time when she unsuspecting and innocent victim,) he did ed him,—‘ It is only for you I feel, when
carelessly turning over. His wife constru ner in which he should break to her his in
would be ready for him. In the mean
ed his look of mortification at the part he tention to reduce still lower his expenses. time he sought Neal Gordon and report not seat himself at the tea-table but walk ever I think of what privations you must
ed the room as if in distress of mind. In a suffer, dear Kemble?
was playing, for an expression of grief at When he had entered the house he had ed to him all that had transpired.
few moments, as he had anticipated, she
‘ I suffer none, dearest; for the devel
his loss, and prospective change in his come to no determination, and affectionate
‘ Very well, Kemble,’ said his cousin:
condition. She leaned toward him and ly embracing bis wife, who met him in the ‘ I must acknowledge she has thus far came and laid her hand, in her affection opment of your character under these try
ate way, upon his arm, and said gently,
ing circumstances, repays me for all sacrisaid soothingly,
hall looking, he thought,Jovelier and more done better than I auticipzrtecJ. I
‘ Iveixijble what- distresses you ?’
fi-ccs. I would not but that this trial—I
‘Nevermind, Kemble, we shall live cheerful than he had ever seen ¿her, he like,however,to see her in her new station?
‘ Catherine, you will repent you ever mean misfortunes should have happened
much more independently without so many suffered her to lead him into her keeping
‘ Come with me to dinner? said Kemble united your fate with mine. But two days to us, for all that I have parted with. It
servants. If you could only afford to room below. Seating herself beside him earnestly ; ‘you shall take her by surprise.
in the low house, and yet compelled to has proved to me what a gem I have in
keep your buggy, I should not care I she took his hand, and looking up into his If she shows herself illy at all, it will be in leave it,’ he said, as if overcome with sor you?
Suppose,’ she whispered, ‘ you keep James face with a sweet earnest expression, said, taking the first possession of her humble row.
Cathe rine colored, well pleased at the
and your buggy, and I will sacrifice my
‘ I am glad, Kemble, for my sake, this dwelling?
‘ Care not for me—think not of me, praise of one, the slightest words of ap
other nurse and jewelry.’
reverse has occurred ; for I feel that I
‘ I will accept your invitation ; for oth dear Kemble ! What has happened ?’
proval or censure from whom always deep
He replied only by pressing her hand have loved you since last night more than erwise my long absence already from your
‘ I have to-day transferred all my prop ly affected her ; and taking her seat at the
and shaking his head negatively. He I ever did in my life. But I have been roof, may be construed by her into that
erty but a mere pittance to other hands.’ table, she said,
despised himself at that moment, and cur thinking, of one thing
’ here she paus contemptible and detestable feeling which
‘ Have you given up your wife—have
‘l am thankful for it, in that it has
sed Neal Gordon in his heart. But he ed as if she knew not how to proceed.
leads people to keep aloof from those, you given up your boy ?—Do net these shown me my duty as a wife, and led me
had gone too far to repent.
‘ What would you say, my dearest who once having been their equals, fall remain ?—Why then do you care for it ? I to seek in the meditations of another
‘ I am, sorry,’ said Catherine, speaking wife ?’ he asked, feeling how unworthy of from their condition?
Cannot grieve while my babe and you are world the true sources of happiness. But
with sweet dignity, but in her trembling such a woman he had made himsfelf by his
Catherine had wished her husband to still left to me. But my heart is wrung for will you not agree with me Kemble that
tones manifesting her sympathy for their sinful compact with his bitter cousin Neal stay away until she had put everything in
you Kemble ! Oh God how will you en our happiness did not consist in all we have
situation, addressing the assembled ser Gordon.
comfortable order for his reception.
dure this! Does Neal know of your dis parted with ? Are we not this evening—
vants, ‘ very sorry to inform you that re
‘ That with but three servants our house
The cousins arrived and were received tresses ! He may relieve you !’
have you not said so yourself—happier
cent pecuniary losses render it expedient is too large, and I have thought, if you did by her in a plain, neat cap and dress, and
What have
‘ I cannot ask him, Catherine. I must than we ever have been ?
for us to reduce our expenses, and, there not feel it, we might save much by taking with a smile of affection towards Kemble, endure it alone?
we lost then? Nothing but cares, anx
fore, I shall to-morrow part with my car a smaller house. We could then sell all and welcome towards himself, that Neal
‘ Not alone ! I am by your side to cheer, ieties and scenes of temptation and evil.
riage and horses, and so shall need your our rich furniture, and for one quarter of could not but confess gave her a lovelier ap soothe and strengthen you. What do you I would rather live thus with you and
services, James, no longer. Thomas will the money furnish a comfortable house pearance than he had ever seen her wear. care for riches ! Certainly our joy and the baby for my little world, and have so
also have to seek some other situation, as better suited to our circumstances?
‘ You are welcome, cousin Neal? she hope, our love and happiness do not de much of your society as you give me here,
the chambermaid must try and supply his
‘ But what will the world say ?’ asked said extending her hand to him with sweet pend on them. 1 should love you the than as we once did, not seeing you but
place. You Hannah and Clara, I shall re Kemble, delighted, wondering, yet over dignity ; ‘ our abode is something humbler same were you beggared, as when you at intervals, and then both of us being too
gret to part with also, but unfortunately whelmed with shame at his baseness. She than you have been in the habit of finding were rich?
busy, you with dinners, horses and your
I cannot control my wishes in this respect. had anticipated him in every thing. What us in, but I trust you will find no less
‘ I care not, only from the fear that you friends, I with calls, shopping and parties,
For the future we must do with the cook, a triumph had he for Neal Gordon !
warm a welcome?
may despise me—seeing me poor! That to know what affection was hidden in our
chambermaid and youngest nurse. I will
‘ All my world is here—in your affection
Neal pressed the hand he held in silence you may cease to love me when I can no bosoms toward each other, or whether we
pay each of you a month’s wages over, in and my child’s love. I know no other, and in his heart acknowledged that thus longer gratify your tastes. That you will really loved one another or not. Now,
the morning, when you have leave to de Kemble?
far she had triumphed. He looked round scorn me when reduced to coarse dress that our happiness we only seek in each
part.
I am pained to part with you,
‘ Incomparable woman ! I am indeed a the room. The apartment was small, but es !’
other, we are truly happy are we not Kem
for you have all been with me ever since I wretch 1’
wore an air of tasteful comfort. The din
‘ Kemble you do not know me when ble ?’
was married, and have been faithful.’
‘No, no! You have not brought the ner table was neatly laid in the centre ; you talk thus—you do not know the
Concluded next week.
This brief address of their mistress was change in our circumstances by any folly white curtains hung at the windows ; fur strength of woman’s love in adversity.
received by them at first with a surprise of your own, dear Kemble.
Therefore niture was plain but handsome ; and Like the chamomile, it thrives and is the
LIST OF VESSELS
that soon lost itself in grief. They wept you have no cause for self condemnation. though there were but two ornaments on strongest, the more it is trampled into the
Built in the District of Portland and Fal
.both the men and women, and expressed Think not of me—if you knew my heart the mantle and no pictures, Neal did not ground. Tell me your losses—tell me ex
mouth, during the year 1841, and of the
their sorrow more for their master and you would not care, so far as I am concern miss them.
Catherine’s gracious and actly your situation, and do not fear but towns in winch they were built.
mistress than for themselves. Kemble ed, how poor you were !’
cheerful presence seemed to diffuse a that I shall cheerfully adapt myself to it.
Names.
Where built. Tons. 95thso
was mute with emotion. He felt he had
Kemble was silent with emotion. He charm throughout, that left the eye no My heart bleeds, but only for you. I feel Ship Brunswick.
Brunswick, 582 75
not calculated the amount of moral suffer felt he had found in his wife ‘ a pearl of room to wander but towards her. There not for myself—but I could cheerfully die ‘* James Calder, Portland,
397 26
ing his experiment involved. But he great price? At length he told her he was but one female servant and but two to promote your happiness?
“ Tyrian
511 24
could not recede. After they had left the must reduce his expenses to one thousand courses, yet Neal and Kemble both con
645 20
Freeport,
‘Catherine, noblewoman and wife, God “ Don Juan,
498 2>4
Falmouth,
room, he rose and threw himself upon his dollars ; but it produced in her no other ef fessed they had never dined better or more knows I am unworthy of you. You have “ Neptune,
Siberia.
Westbrook, 367 50
wife’s bosom, and wept for very shame fect than sorrow at this evidence of loss satisfactorily. Kemble looked at his wife much to forgive in me when you know all Bark
« Abby Baker, N. Yarmouth
and penitence. He gladly would have greater than she had been led to believe, all dinner-time and thought her an angel as you shall one day?
;xf57 52
it
Clarissa,
Brunswj^
46
knelt at her feet and confessed all! His and expressions of regret at the change and Neal as he looked at her with admi
‘ Nay—do not censure yourself. Mis
Genesee,
337 26
love and respect for her were increased a which he must feel. It is plain she thought ration thought her a very remarkable per fortunes are the lot of our nature; and
Swan,
V eslbrook, 272 2
hundred fold, and he sunk in his own es him the sole victim, losing in anticipations son for one of her sexi.
Mary Smith, ’ Portland,
poverty cometh at the hand of God. Let
322 76
teem.
of his bitterness all regret for herself.
The dinner passed off pleasantly as we us submit with Christian resignation, and Brig Eagle,
Brunswick. 190 44
The next morning the four servants
AmPtica,
larmou
223 19
The succeeding day Catherine went out have said, though Neal tried cruelly to as link after link is severed from the world,
N. Yarmouth,232
were dismissed, and as they left the house, with him to choose a house, and selected a test whether Catherine’s mind was sensi let us link it to Heaven where there is no
Martha Kinsman,. Freeport,
” . » 128 7
Levant,
a message from Neal Gordon met them neat two story dwelling in Spruce street tive with regard to her former style of liv change or vicissitudes?
N. Yarmouth, 162 54
Union,
199 9
desiring to see thbm. They called at his near Ninth.
With a cheerfulness that ing ; but in every question he put to her
‘ Earth is unworthy your presence, “ Alford,
199 14
residence, when he desired them not to surprised him and commanded his respect, was defeated hy the calm propriety of her Catherine?
“ Henry Leeds, Falmouth,
188 11
seek places without his permission, he she returned home to superintend the re replies. He found her just the same as
“ ----- (Dyer’s)
Portland,
‘ Nay, let us now act. How much have
238 14
would pay them wages so long as they moval of her rich furniture, splendid cur in her prosperity ; if anything more cheer we to live on, Kemble ?’
Schr Brilliant,
Brunswick,
45 38
should be out of place. By twelve o’clock, tains and carpets, when a note arrived ful and happy.
Merom,
N. Yarmouth, 72 35
‘ Enough to furnish a single room, and
Pilgrim,
Kemble had parted with his carriage, bug from Neal Gordon to Kemble, saying that
Harpswell,
72 60
23
‘ You will find it a long walk to Ches live as economically as we can?
“ Hope,
N. Yarmouth, 120 37
gy and horses, and at one o’clock he was having heard of his losses and his inten
nut street, and also to church from here,
‘ I will give to you all my jewelry, and
REBUILT.
seated in Neal Gordon’s library, relating tion to remove, he would purchase his fur cousin? said Neal after dinner, as he was
Portland,
223 59
to him, in the most animated and affecting niture as it stood, and take the house for a seated at the window picking his teeth. the presents you gave me before we mar Brig..Hibernia,
“
__
ried. They may be of great service to Sch. Abbathula,
130 55
manner, the Scenes of the preceding eve” southern family of his acquaintance.
‘^You will miss your carriage?
Tonnage of the following, estimated.
you, if you are so much reduced! and
ning. Neal listened with apparent incre Kemble, after reading the note which had
‘ No, if poor Kemble don’t his horses !
Ship American,
Portland,
395
dulity, and with the impotent air of a man already been planned between them, hand I prefer walking to riding, and only rode without another word she placed in his “ ----- (Knight’s) “
450
hands
a
little
ivory
box
containing
all
those
who has already anticipated the finale of a ed it silently to Gathering -Jro, after read
because Kemble would have me. Ygu ilittle mementoes and trifling articles which i
tedious narration.
Total tonnage,
ing it, said delightedly
’
8315 37
remember, cousin, I was a count: girt 'every lady lovc^t, ’
bv her last of all.
Portland Advertiser,
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COLONIAL TRADE.
lot—to incorporate the Trustees of the
MAINE LEGISLATURE. terial
Thursday, Feb. 10. In the Senate, reso
Waterville
Academy
—
to
extend
the
time
al

Our
readers will be glad to see that Mr.
CONGRESS
lutions offered by the following Senators
lowed the City Bank, to close its concerns— Fessenden has brought this important subwere adopted—by Mr. Porter, calling on the
Tuesday, Feb. 8. In the Senate, the bill to extend the time allowed the Exchange „ject the notice of Congress.
„
• We quote
Tuesday, Feb. 8. In the Senate, various jSecretary of War for information with refer- repealing
s
the license law, came from the Bank, to close its concerns—additional ac- what occurred on Tuesday
last, on the pre.
petitions were presented, among which was ence
(
to the survey of the Northern and North House
]
indefinitely postponed. Mr. Brigham cepting the surrender of the charter of the senting of a memorial on that subject from
one from New York, by Mr. Benton, for the Western
,
Lakes; by Mr. Benton, calling on ,moved that the Senate non concur and re People’s Bank, Bangor—bill to provide for this city, as well as a Resolution on another
postponement of the Bankrupt Law till May the
J
Secretary of the Treasury for an annua! fer
j
the bill to the next Legislature, which the taking of depositions in certain cases.
point ot importance to us in this State.
next. He spoke of the distress that would $statement of the drawback on refined sugar motion
j
after considerable discussion was lost,
Mr. Walker of Newport, from the Joint
When the House adjourned last evening,
be caused by this whig measure, and asked ‘after 1842, for an estimate of the amount for ,and the Senate concurred with the House in Select
Committee, under an order to inquire Mr. Fessenden had presented a memorial
for the consideration of his bill to postpone 1842, and monthly statements during the indefinitely
j
postponing the bill.
when the Legislature may have a recess, re from the town of Portland, in relation to the
the act.
. .
year, for the annual amount of duty on brown
ported
t_________
that in the opinion
t
of the Committee, trade with the British colonies, and had movIn
the
House,
resolves
in
favor
of
Sanford
Mr. Tallmadge presented several petitions sugar,
•
for the annual amount of fishing boun
the
two
Houses
can
adjourn
by the 23d inst. ed its reference to the committee on Foreign
Kingsbury,
of
K.
Lombard,
of
heirs
of
D.
against the repeal or postponement of the ties,
(
the annual gross product and product per
I Affairs, and that it be printed. [Pending
Bankrupt Law. He said after the passage bushel of the salt tax, the nett product of the Ballard, of Albert Hanscomb, of D. Wey Report accepted.
—
which motion, the House, lor want of a quoof the law and the refusal to repeal it there same, and the amount of the three latter for mouth, and to furnish town and school dis
Saturday, Feb. 12. In the Senafe--Finally rum, had adjourned.]
ought to be an end of the matter. If it was 1842, and, by amendment of Mr. Evans, for tricts with maps, finally passed.
And the question now recurring on print
The Committee on Finance made a report passed—Resolve in relation to trespassers on
let alone, it could be amended as experience the number of vessels, their aggregate tonnage,
ing the said memorial —
dictated. The Senator from Missouri (Mr. and the number of persons employed in other asking to be discharged from the considera Public Lands.
Message received from the Governor comMr. Fessenden remarked it was at____
first his
tion of so much of the Governor’s message
Benton) had charged the distress of the coun than whale fisheries.
municating Resolves of the Legislature of j intention to move that it be committed with
try on the whigs ? but were not the demo
The resolution of Mr. Pierce calling for in as relates to the Bank Tax and recommend South Carolina relative to the distribution of instructions ; but, on further consideration,
cratic party obnoxious to the charge of bring formation relative to the New York Custom ing the reference of the subject to a Joint Se
ing this distress on the country ? After the House investigation, and the report of the lect Committee, which report was accepted, the proceeds of the Public Lands, laid upon ’ he was satisfied that it should receive the
investigation of a committee. He
<
and Messrs. Swan of Gardiner, Greenlaw of the table and three hundred copies ordered to careful
Senator had voted for measures producing Commissioners thereon, was taken up.
would state, briefly the character of the me
be printed.
Bristol,
Brown
of
Windham,
Drake
of
Paris,
this distress, had he no heart to feel for those
Mr. Clay advocated the resolution for the
Petition of Rufus McIntire for pay for ex morial, in support of his motion to print.
who suffered ?
purpose of investigating the great extrava Reed of Waldoboro’, Chandler of Farming tra services as Land Agent in 1839 and 1840,
The subject was one of great importance,
ton,
and
Atwood
of
Orrington,
were
appoint

Mr. Benton. It is false ! It is false!
gance prevailing there as well as elsewhere.
iand the memorial was exceedingly well drawn,
The President called the Senator to order. He had understood that in the collection of ed the Committee on the part of the House. referred to a Joint Select Committee.
and stated many important facts. It was
Mr. Preston expressed his deep pain that a revenue of less than eight millions at New
In the House, bills and orders referred reg
Wednesday. Feb. 9. In the Senate,—Fi ulating the pay of certain officers, Bank Com predicated upon the arrangement entered in
such an occurrence had taken place.
York, the extravagant expenses had amount
to between this country and Great Britain in
Mr. Benton. No pain at all, sir.
ed to nearly eight per cent., a sum three or nally passed — Resolves in favor of Sanford missioners, Directors of Insane Hospital and
Mr. Tallmadge had said nothing personal. four limes greater than charged where six Kingsbury, Harrison Weymouth, A.G. Han others ; order relating to the enacting clause 1830, in reference to our trade with the col
onies of that country. Before that arrange
What he had said, he would repeat.
teen millions was collected. Of this frightful son, De la fayette Ballard. Also resolves pro of bills to be made to conform to Revised ment was made, we were in the enjoyment
viding
towns
and
plantations
with
certain
Mr. Benton. It is false.
( Statutes ; order directing the Finance Com of a valuable, though indirect, trade with the
increase of expenditures when the Senator
A long and excited debate on this subject, from New Hampshire, (Mi. Woodbury,) was Books and Maps.
mittee to define different kinds of income.
British West Indies. The effect of the pres
So
much
of
the
Governor
’
s
Message
as
re

and on points of order ensued, participated in at the head of the Treasury Department there
Finally passed—Resolve in relation to tres ent arrangement had been to cripple our own
lates
to
the
appropriation
of
the
Bank
Tax,
by many Senators, in which Mr. Preston sug should be a full investigation. A report for
passers on Public Lands.
commerce and to increase the commerce ot
gested that the Senate close the doors for the the revision of the tariff was in preparation, came from the House, referred to a Joint Se
Great Britain employed in British colonial in
settlement ot this matter of breach of privi in which all these evils would be probed to lect Committee. Messrs. Kavanagh, Olis,
Monday, Feb. 14. In the Senate, papers tercourse, in a remarkable degree. He would
and Bridgham were joined in concurrence.
lege. This was not done. Mr. Mangum of the bottom.
from the House were read and referred in mention as a fact, that whereas, at the time
fered a resolution to appoint a committee to
Mr. Pierce after briefly urging the necessi
The House (agreeable to previous assign concurrence.
the arrangement referred to was made, nineinquire what order ought to be taken as to ty of an exposure of the frauds that had been ment)
Legislation inexpedient—On an order rela
then proceeded to the consideration of
a Senator using opprobrious and insulting committed moved to lay, for the present, the the County Officer Bill. [The Bill provides ting to the repeal of the 6th section of the tenths of that inteicourse was carried on in
language to another; and what with refer resolution on the table, to give opportunity for the election of County Attornies, Clerks 16th chapter of the Revised Statutes, relative American vessels, the amount of British and
ence to the language used by the Senator for debate, which might arise. The Senate of the Judicial Courts, and County Commis to conditional exempts—on the petition of American tonnage employed in it is now
about equal. The trade between New Eng
from Missouri (Mr. Benton) to the Senator then went into Executive session.
sioners, annually, in September of each year.] George W. Cummins for an alteration in the land and the British Colonies and possessions
from New York (Mr. Tallmadge) while he
In the House, Messrs. White of La., Shep- The Bill having been read a third time, the Militia Law.
has now become of little or no value.—Upon
was on the floor. The resolution was not
was on its passage to be engrossed.
In the House, petitions, &c. presented and his own Stale the effect of this arrangement
received, and after a quarrel of about two perd of Ala , Holmes of S. C., Chapman of question
Mr.
Bellamy
of
Kittery
made
some
remarks
hours, the subject was for the present drop Ala., and Cooper of Ga., were announced by in favor of the Bill, and Mr. Lyman of Lubec, referred—of Jona. Tuck et al. against the pe had been peculiarly disastrous. Before it went
the Speaker to fill the vacancies in the Com
tition of the committee of “ Proprietors ot the into operation, Maine had ten thousand tons of
ped.
opposition to the Bill.
Mr. Clay’s resolution was taken up instruct mittee on Foreign Affairs, caused by the res in Mr.
Congregational meeting house in Saco” shipping employed in the trade with the Brit
Eastman of Wesley moved several new
ing the Committee on Public Lands to in ignations of yesterday. Several resolutions
—of Nathan Ide et al. ot Frankfort, against ish North American colonies alone. She has
quire into the expediency of providing by were adopted authorizing inquiry by Com amendments to the bill. The amendments changing the time of meeting of the Legisla now been driven out of it entirely, while the
so remoddeled the bill as to provide for the ture-petition of the Gardiner Mechanic As shipping of those colonies has been increased
law for the distribution of such shares of the mittees.
The House then resolved itself into Com election of County Attornies and Clerks of sociation for act of incorporation.
four-fold, and they have all the advantage of
Respective States of the proceeds of the pub
lic lands as are refused by any State, among mittee of the Whole, (Mr. Briggs in the Chair)i the Courts once in three years, from and
Petition of Rufus McIntyre, came from the a direct and unembarrassed trade with this
after
September
next,
instead
of
annually
the remaining assenting States, and (as modi and resumed the consideration of the Civil
Senate, referred to a joint select committee. country.
—thereby making the term of those offices The
He would not now go into an examination
fied at the suggestion of Mr. Mangum) wheth and Diplomatic Appropriation Bill.
House concurred, and joined Messrs.
The first clause, appropriating $273,712! for three years instead of one. Also, to pro- Butler of Sanford, Rayner of New Glouces of the particular causes of all this, but would
er any disposition of such moneys ought to
for pay and mileage of Members of Congressi vide that the County Commissioner, of each ter, Mereen of Phipsburg, Arnold of Augus leave that to a future and more proper occa
be made or what course was necessary.
county, receiving the highest number of ta, Atwood of Orrington, Thompson of Hart sion. All he desired, at present, was, that
After a brief debate, Mr. King’s amend and Delegates, was passed without debate.
To the second clause, appropriating for• votes, shall be elected for three years; the ford, and Baxter of Wilton.
the memorial might be printed for the infor
ment proposing to take out the first inquiry
pay of the Officers and Clerks of the Senate> one receiving the next highest number shall
was rejected—yeas 20, nays 23.
Bill repealing the law giving a bounty on mation of the House.
be
elected
for
two
years
;
and
the
one
receivMr. F. was called to order by Mr. Andrews
Mr. Sevier moved to lay the resolution on and House of Representatives $12,500.
wolves and bears, came from the Senate aMr. Gentry moved to recommit the bill toi ing the smallest number for one year; and in mended by striking out “ wolves.”
of Ky.. for debating a motion on the presen
the table which was negatived—yeas 13,
the Committee of Ways and Means, with in■ case any two should receive an equal number,
nays 36.
Mr. Baker of Hallowell, moved that the tation of a petition. The Speaker said that
The resolution was then adopted—yeas 25, structions to strike out every appropriationi the Governor and Council shall designate House nonconcur the Senate in the adoption it was in order to stale briefly the contents of
not authorized by law ; and, in order to this,f which of the individuals shall serve the lon- of this amendment—which was agreed to, 89 a petition, but not to debate it.
nays 19. The Senate then adjourned.
’ ger term, &c.; and also providing for the fill
moved that the Committee rise.
Mr. F. said he could not say that all he
to 20.
In the House, Mr. Fessenden gave notice
The Committee then rose, and in the House ing of vacancies, &c.
On motion of Mr. Dunn of Poland, the had stated was set forth in the paper itself.
that he should introduce at the earliest op Mr. Gentry renewed his motion to recommit
These amendments were severally adopted,
Bill was then indefinitely postponed—yeas His design was to give an outline of its con
portunity a resolution rescinding the twenty- the bill, which motion being objected to, he by decisive majorities.
tents, with a view that the House might order
68,
nays 34.
first rule.
The question was then taken on ordering
moved a suspension of the rules for its recep
Order from the Senate for the appointment. it to be printed.
The House, on motion of Mr. Fillmore, re tion ; before which was taken, the House ad the bill to be engrossed, and decided in the
The petition was then ordered to be printof a joint select Committee to district the
solved itself into a Committee of the whole journed.
affirmative, as follows:
i ed, and was referred to the Committee on
State
for
Representatives
to
Congress,
was
on the state of the Union, (Mr. Briggs in the
Yeas — York—Messrs. Bartlett, Bellamy, passed in concurrence, and the House joined Foreign Affairs.
chair,) and took up the Bill making an ap
F
riday, Feb. 11. In the Senate, Mr. Ev Bragdon, Bryant, Butler, Greene, Hill, Huff, Messrs. Dickerson of Prospect, Dow of Bux
Mr. Fessenden (on leave) also offered the
propriation of $15,000 tor the relief and pro
from the Committee on Finance, report Perkins, Sargent, Thompson, Tuck, Wilson, ton, Babb of Westbrook, Greenlaw of Bris following resolution, which was adopted:
tection of American Seamen in foreign coun ans,
the bill making an appropriation for pen Merrill, &e.—161.
Resolved, That the Secretary of War be
tries ; which, without debate, was passed in ed
Nays—York—Messrs. Chamberlain, Dow, tol, Partridge of Orland, Eastman of Wesley, be requested to communicate to this House
sions for the year 1842, and the act for the
Baker of Hallowell, Bates of Fairfield, Dana
committee.
Nason, &c,—11.
of Fryeburg, Porter of Lowell, Sherburne of any and all estimates which may have been
The Bill making appropriations for pen relief and protection of American seamen in
So “ the County Officer Bill ” passed.
Phillips, Spaulding of Milo, and Kellot k of made, and are now in his Department, of the
sions was next taken up, and passed without foreign countries ; which were immediately
Mr.
Reed
of
Waldoboro
’
offered
the
fol
read a third time and passed.
cost of a military road to Forts
Masardis.
debate. Its amount is $533,276.
lowing
:
bill to confirm certain land claims in
Mr. Burr, member elect from the district Kent, in the Slate of Maine, recommended
The bill making appropriations for the civil theThe
Ordered,
That
the
Select
Committee
to
State of Louisiana, and the bill to enable
composed of Brewer and Bradley, appeared, in the annual report of the Secretary of War,
and diplomatic expenses of Government for
38 claimants in the States of Missouri, Arkansas, which was referred certain Reports relating was qualified and took his seat.
and of the sums wanted for the purpose of
1842—the amount of which is $7
C~ 669,073
tu
an
investigation
of
the
Insane
Hospital
in
Mississippi and Louisiana, to institute pro
erecting such road during the current year.
Passed
to
be
enacted
—
bill
accepting
the
—was next taken up, ami after a brief- ex ceedings
April
last,
be
directed
to
summon
Hon.
Reuel
test the validity of land titles
The twenty first rule. Mr. Fessen
surrender
of
the
charter
of
the
People
’
s
Bank,
planation from Mr. Fillmore, without action within thetolimits
Williams,
Benjamin
Brown,
Doct.
Booth,
the same, were severally
den gave notice that he would, at the earliest
upon it, the Committee rose and reported the read a third time of
Henry Winslow, Charles Freeman, and such Bangor.
and
passed.
Finally passed—resolve providing for the opportunity, offer a resolution to repeal the
two former bills to the House, when they
The Senate then, on motion of Mr. Clay, other individuals as any member or members repair of a State road from Wilson to Moose 21st rule; which is in the following words:
were ordered to be engrossed and read a went
of the Committee may consider necessary to
into
an
Executive
session,
and
remain

“ No petition, memorial, resolution or oth
head lake ; authorizing the exchange of cer
third time to-morrow.
ed with closed doors through the remainder a full, fair and impartial examination of the tain lands between Maine and Massachusetts. er paper, praying the abolition of slavery in
matters
submitted
to
said
Committee.
On motion of Mr. Swan of Gardiner,
the District of Columbia, or any State or
Wednesday, Feb. 9. In the Senate, Mr of the session.
Mr. Sewall of Oldtown moved to lay the
In the House, the resolution offered by Mr.
Ordered, That so much of the Governor’s Territory, or the slave trade between the
King’s resolution fixing the 30th day of May
on
Order
on
the
table.
The
motion
to
lay
message, as relates to costs in criminal prose States or Territories of the United States in
for the adjournment of Congress came up but Saltonstall, authorizing the Committee on the table was lost.
Manufactures to employ' a clerk, was taken
cutions, and so much of the Report of the which it now exists, shall be received by this
was postponed till Monday.
the
Mr.
Dunn
of
Poland
moved
to
amend
Mr. Clay was willing for an early adjourn up. and after some remarks by the mover in Order by striking out that part which gave late Treasurer of Stale, as relates to the pay House, or entertained in any way whatever,”
ment, but not before the public business could favor of it, and others, Mr. Turney moved to the power to one or more of the Committee of the Militia, be referred to the Joint Special
be attended to. He considered the state of lay it on the table. On this motion there to summon such other individuals as they Committee, to which was referred so much
Rail Road Injuries. An important case
things at present such as to render it impossi was a lie, and the Speaker decided the vote pleased. He considered it an extraordinary of the Governor’s message as relates to the has just been determined (by jury) in Bos
in the negative. Soon after, the motion was
ble to act upon it now.
tax on Banks.
ton, growing out of a collision on the Wor
course to adopt towards a Committee,
Mr. Archer took the floor on the subject renewed, and the resolution was laid on the
cester Rail Road in the summer of 1840.-—
The
amendment
was
lost.
The
Order
then
of Mr. Clay’s resolutions, proposing amend table.
From Montevideo. The brig Marion The son of Signor Ostinelli was in one of the
The House then went into Committee of passed.
ments of the Constitution, and at first oppos
has arrived at Baltimore, bringing accounts to cars, and suffered a severe injury, by a con
ed the spirit of the resolutions, as I thought, the Whole on private bills, and a large num
Dec. 22. The sea fight of which we had a cussion and fracture of the skull, which has
Thursday, Feb. 10. In the Senate, on report some days since, by the brig Cumber been succeeded by a great spina) distortion
upon the principle that all governments re ber were considered, and several were report
quire checks and balances. These are pro ed to the House, after which the House ad motion of Mr. Parris, Ordered, That a Com land, resulted in the capture of one of the and loss of memory.—Whether the injury
mittee of ten be raised, with such as the Montevideian brigs.—The rest of the squad will be permanent, was not clearly establish
vided in the constitution, anil these resolu journed.
House may join, to apportion the State for ron had not been heard of at Montevideo.— ed by the surgical testimony in the case.
tions would remove them. But before he had
Saturday, Feb. 12. The Senate did not sit. Representatives to Congress.
proceeded more than an hour, he appeared
Portland Adv.
Two suits were brought,—one, in behalf
The County Officer Bill came from the
to be in favor of the resolutions, especially
In the House, several unimportant Execu
of the lad, a minor, for the actual injury, and
House,
passed
to
be
engrossed,
was
read
that abolishing or limiting the veto power. tive communications were laid before the
From New Grenada. Carthagena papers one by the father, for loss of services, &e.
once, and after some discussion, the same to Dec. 22, have been received at New York. In the first a verdict was rendered for dama
“ Circumstances alter cases ” seemed to be House by the Speaker.
his maxim, although he had once thought
At one o’clock, the House proceeded to was laid on the table and ordered to be print —The seige and blockade of Carthagena had ges in the sum of $12,000, and in the second
one way, he had been brought, by recent the consideration of private business, and ed, and assigned for Tuesday next.
been raised, and the rebellion appears to have for $1,000.
events, he intimated, to think the other, on continued therein until half past two o’clock,
These are heavy damages, hut not too much
In the House, on motion of Mr. Greenlaw been in a good measure suppressed. The
this subject. He took occasion to be very at which time the House adjourned.
of Bristol, Ordered, That the Committee on provinces of Veragua and Panama were reu so for the public safety. While we have as
severe in his allusion to the course of the
full confidence as is possible in the fidelity of
the Judiciary be directed to inquire into the nited to the republic of Grenada.
President.
the managers of that road, every considera
Mr. Clay will, in a few days, offer a series expediency of so amending the License Law
Mr. Morehead moved to postpone the con of resolutions embodying his views of the as to make it the duty of the selectmen of
From Mexico. The Texian squadron ar tion requires that they and all others having
sideration of the resolutions until Monday measures still requisite to be carried out by the several towns in this State to license some rived at Sisal early in January. This fact we similar powers should be held to the most ex
next, which motion prevailing, the Senate ad the whig party for the restoration of the suitable person in each of their several towns learn from a letter dated Merida, Jan. 7th, traordinary diligence. After all that is said
journed.
country, and in fulfilment of the pledges giv to keep spirituous liquors to be sold for medi which has been politely handed us for peru about limitations of corporate powers, and
sal. Commodore Moore was at Merida, at liabilities of corporators, these verdicts of ju
In the House, as soon as the journal was en before the election of 1840, and the great cinal purposes only.
On motion of Mr. Tuck of Sedgwick, Or that date, consulting with the authorities. ries are the best safeguard the public have.—
read, Mr. Gilmer offered a written communi revolution of that year. And he will take
cation to the chair, signed by himself, and the occasion, 1 presume, to express his senti dered, That a Joint Select Committee con The writer’s opinion is this—“ though the Portland Adv.
Messrs. Proffit, Rhett and Hunter, asking to ments at large on the state of the country, sisting of seven on the part of the Honse, be facts upon which it is based are not given
There is a report in circulation, importing
be excused from farther service upon the and what her future policy should be. It will raised to inquire into the expediency of so —we shall probably have fighting with Mexi
committee of foreign affairs, on account of then rest with the whigs and the country at altering the law in relation to the Public co either by sea or land, or both, before 40 that Hon. Reuel Williams will resign his
large to carry out the system of reform and of Lands, as to authorize the Land Agent to sell days.” The same letter says the people will seat in the U. S. Senate, and Gov. Fairfield
Mr. Adams being the chairman thereof.
Without the slightest objection from any important measures, or to continue to resort timber and grass at public auction, and to not agree to the terms of the re-union with be elected in his stead, and that Hon. Samuel
F. Blake of Bangor, who will thus become
quarter, and without a division, even, being to expedients and experiments, without any restrict all licenses to one year, and all sales Mexico.—A*. O. Bidletin.
Governor pro tern, will be the party candidate
galled, the request was forthwith granted, fixed or settled policy. Having done this, to any one person within certain limits; also
From Fayal. Relics of the Steam Ship for Governor next fall.—Exchange paper.—
som(jV,n^,n^ Senlleman cutting off all possi there will remain little for him to do, and he to see what amendments and additions are
bility of ” row by moving the previous ques- may, perhaps, think himself justified in retir necessary to be made in and to the said law, President. The sch. Mokina, arrived at New [An old story and a doubtful one.]
ing to his farm, and to the quiet and tranquil in order to secure the avails of all the timber, York on Wednesday last, in 21 days from
t,0But the
Jhose t0 exeuse the gent,e‘ enjoyments of private life.—Phil. U. S. Gaz. timber lands, settling lands and grass lands, Cape de Verds, reports that the stern boat
As a number of young persons were cross
which now remain vested in the State, or of the ill-fated steam ship President, and ing Damariscotta Pond, on Friday night last,
men without such fc^emony.
The Tariff. Another Compromise. which may come back to the State from some of her water casks, had been pick some in a sleigh and others on skates behind
Mr. Cost Johnson tfiVJ1 .ros®.a,
maye> a
similar request for himselt. With equal in We hear with pleasure from Washington, those who have purchased but not complied ed up by a vessel and carried into St, Nicho the sleigh, the driver was so far deceived by
the darkness as to drive into a hole. Seven
difference to the matter, the Hu 9s® excused that another compromise is on foot in relation with their engagements, with leave to report las.
persons were precipitated into the water, and
to the Tariff, and that in all probability Mr. by bill or otherwise. And Messrs. Tuck of
him also.
Q^’The poorest, most miserable of the a son of Mr. David Hatch, aged about 16, and
The parties to this farce seemed qC/te Clay will move in the matter in the course of Sedgwick, Huff of Kennebunkport, Brown
** flabbergasted ” to find this new movement a few days. The plan is, to raise the duties of Windham, Patten of Skowhegan, Mitchell South American States never sunk so low, a daughter of Mr. Daniel Hall, aged 17, both
which on the first of June next will be 20 of North Yarmouth, Walker of Newport and or showed itself so utterly lost to all sense of of Nobleborough, were drowned.—Age.
produce so little ol a sensation.
The House then proceeded to receive re per cent, on the existing law, to 30 per cent. Pope of Machias, were appointed this com honor and self-respect, as to repudiate its
debts. Their revolutions have been as fre
ports from committees, resolutions, &c., as This with cash duties and home valuation, mittee on the part of the House.
We are pleased to learn that the Eastern
quent as their earthquakes, one usurper has Railroad Company have contracted to carry
will no doubt prove adequate for revenue,
usual during the morning hour.
succeeded another, universal anarchy has re the great Southern Mail. There have been
The pension bill and the bill for the pro and at the same time give a new impulse of
Friday, Feb. 11. In the Senate, Legislation
tection of seamen in foreign countries were confidence to our manufacturers. Mr. Clay inexpedient, reported on an order in relation to peatedly threatened to destroy all forms of rumors to the contrary ; but the fact is as we
will probably make a great effort on this sub the sub-agent for the Passatnaquoddy Indians. government, yet the obligation to pay their have staled it.—As the regular mail from the
passed, and the House adjourned.
debts has never for a moment been disputed.
As the body was separating, a young man ject before he leaves the Senate.—Phil. Inq.
Finally passed—Resolve providing for the It was reserved for one of the free, enlight South is to be brought by the way of Ston
ington, we shall probably have it several
rose in the gallery, and addressed a very se
distribution of the Annual Schoo) Fund.
ened, chivalrous States of this Union to set hours earlier than heretofore.—Salem Gaz.
The rumor is again revived that Hen
rious, solemn discourse to the House ou the
In the House, petition presented and refer the first example on this continent of bad
error of their ways. After proceeding a ry Clay intends to resign his seat in the U.
red—of Selectmen of North Berwick, for re faith.— Buffalo Com. Advertiser.
while, he grew somewhat too ardent and fan S. Senate al no distant day.
We understand that the hills of the Lan
duction of State valuation.
tastical, and was ejected by the sergeant-atPassing Away. The number of pension caster Bank having been redeemed thisi moirnPassed to be enacted—Bills, to authorize
Gen. James Wilson, Surveyor General of
arms. Preaching in the capitol is decidedly
out of j^pce now days, notwithstanding there Iowa, arrived in Boston on Friday evening, the committee of the 2d Universalist Meeting ers of the U. S&gp Government who have ing, they are again received at the Sunol«
I Bank.—Boston Mail of IJJft,
J’ousein Camden, to dispose of their minis- died during t^aaSi ^vear, amounts to 862.
last week.
is need enough of it, beyond all doubt.
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KENNEBUNK GAZETTE.

From Tampa Bay. Twenty-seven Indian | W
Washington
ashington,, Feb.
Feb. 12,
12, 1842.
1842. According
According
OBITUARY.
warriors were brought in at Tampa on the ¡'t0 lhe predictions contained in my letter ol’
SATURDAY, FEB. 19, 1842.
27th ult. and were immediately put on ship- ji the
t!ie 10th
^th inst., the Senate yesterday rejected
DIED—In this town, on Monday last, an in
Security to the Patrons of Brandreth's Pills.
rA ¡ the nomination of Mr. Barker as Comptroller fant child ot Capt. William Lord, jun.
board
for
their
voyage
to
the
far
west.
—
Shipwreck and Loss of Lives. The
A j of the Treasury. The vote was 23 to 17.
In Kennebunk-port, on Sunday morning, 13th
NEW LABELS.
scouting party, under command of Major I So he was rejected by a majority of six—one inst. very suddenly, Mrs. Mary Moody, widow 'Ihe New Labels on a Single Box of the Gen
barque William Fales, Thomas master, from
Plympson, came upon a party of Indians near ' more than was intimated in my letter, and of the late Rev. Silas Moody, for many years
uine Brandreih's Pills, contain
Bristol, R. I., for Portland, in ballast, went apastor of the Congregational Church at Kenne
|,r«emed , “"i
the Haw Creeks, on the 28th ult. The In i this difference was caused by the absence— bunk-port,
QT’ 5063 LETTERS!!! .¿2)
and
daughter
of
the
late
Rev.
Daniel
shoreat Bald Head, near Cape Neddock har
dians had the first fire and killed one and ( whether accidental or intentional I know not Little of this town, aged 86 years. Mrs. M. to f N consequence of the great variety of Coun
j—of one of the Senators whom it was pre the morning of her death enjoyed almost perfect
bor, in York, during the severe gale on Wed
ts. terfeit Labels of pretended Brandreth’s
wounded two whites. The fire was returned sumed would have voted in his favor.
nesday evening last, and went to pieces. The
health.
r
Pills, and which, in many instances, so near
by the whites, who succeeded in capturing I The celebrated statue of Washington by
In York, of consumption, Mr. Daniel Kings ly resemble in outward appearance the gen
officersand crew numbered thirteen, eight of
two Indians, one of whom being wounded has Greenough has been removed from the Ro bury, aged 21 years.
“
l3e’
uine ol the old style, as often to deceive the
whom (including the officers) were drowned.
tundo
of
the
Capitol
to
a
position
a
little
in
In Berwick, 18th ult. Mr. James Frost, ao-ed
since died.
,
unwary,
Doctor Brandreth, acting under a
21
years.
The Wm. Fales was a good barque of three
front of the western entrance.—The pedestal
The steamer Cincinnati left Fort Lauder upon which it stood is to be lowered some
In Buxton, 8th ult. Mr. Joseph Hill, 3d aged ¡sense of duty to the public, has employed
hundred tons burthen, and was built at Saco
artists, Messis. Perkins and
dale, recently, for Tampa Bay, having on four or five feet. These are decided im 27 years—a graduate of Bowdoin Co leire-3d those
n------celebrated
reiKins ana
during the last season. The barque arrived
inst. Mrs. Ann, wife of Mr. E. ?. Dennett a<red Duran“’ 'vl10 “ave succeeded m producing at
board a company of Artillery, together with provements. The statue is now in a much 41
years.
; °
I great cost three New Labels, from steel, of
at Bristol a few days since, from Matanzas,
better light, and the elevation is not too great
| ra
: ".l,er1 «««*¡4*
with a cargo of molasses, which was discharg sixty-five Indians—(those who were captured for the features of the exquisitely chisseled Jn Biddeford, Mr. Johnson Mead, a<red about ex.t, eme difficulty of execution, and ofsocom' °
'f SlWUl" '»««
plicated a nature, as to amount to an iinpossome time since by Capt. Wade.)—Two In countenance to be minutely examined by the 25 years.
ed at B. She was owned in Portland.
I
”',""hi Rochester,
N. H. Jan. 27th, Mr. John G up- sibility of imitation, being considered by
dian warriors came in at Fort Mellon, a few spectator.— Cor. N. Y. Cour. Enq.
py, aged 43 years.—Jan 28th, Mrs. Eliza, wire
wife judges a master-piece in the art of engraving,
of Jabez Dame, Esq and daughter of Col. Bick- !] The Border of the top, and also of the unFire. A barn belonging to Dr. Jason N. days since, who state that there are a number
e,8o'fn°ti(,nl0IW
Immense
failures
have
recently
taken
place
ford
of
Parsonsfield.
Ii der label, is composed of the most elaborate
° Ot great
Langdon, in Kennebunk-port. was destroyed of families at Ahapopka who are anxious to in New Orleans and the river cities, arising
come in.
r To crown
from the great fall in the prices of western ten.
by fire yesterday morning. Its contents—five
,he cli,na’1 °r .,hflse be»utifui '«beis’
, tbe
...J pa
Facts.
produce,
which
have
caused
the
bankruptcy
tons
of
hay
and
a
pair
of
iron
bound
wheels
—
per
upon
which
they
are
printed
is
previous

G
overnor
of
V
irginia
.
’
The
Legisla

'ran8Ten,e"M
of one half of the commission merchants, by login 1821 killed John Weeks, Esq of Green
ly printed with Red Ink, after a design so ex
were also consumed. It is not known how the ture of Virginia undertook to elect a Govern leaving uncovered their advances to the wes land, for which he was arrested but not tried.
•y and Great Briiji
At Great Falls, 29th ult. Mrs. Mary Jane quisite and minute as to defi competition ;
"'j'^with thh
fire originated
when first discovered, the or on the 11th inst. Two candidates were tern dealers and planters.
Drew, wife of Mr. Joseph Drew, formerly of the top and the under label each contain the
er. W
building was completely enveloped in flames. nominated, when a prolonged debate ensued
Barrington, and daughter of Mr. Elliot Raynes, words « B E N J . BRANDRETH’S
1
,he ••¡•It
Temperance Banners. Mr. Charles Cod of York, aged 31 years.
which continued until nearly dark. A ballot man,
PILLS,’’ written in red ink nearly two
of this city, has recently painted two
State Legislature. In the Senate, on was then had which resulted in giving to one Banners for the Saco Washingtonian Tem
hundred times—the top and under Label con
taining therefore, upwards of five thousand
Tuesday and Wednesday last, the County of the candidates nominated eighty votes—to perance Society, which we think have add
SHIP NEWS.
letters.
Ita comn#„
Officer Bill was debated at great length, but the other seventy-nine, and to that standing ed something to his already well earned repKE N N E B U Ñ K,FF.B.lf), 184».
There is also upon the top, the under, and
was not finally acted on. Several amend candidate, Mr. “ Scattering,” five. On the uration as a first rate StandanOmd Landscape
the side label, two signatures of Dr. Brand"ble"«8re. H,l(j
Painter.
The
design
of
the
Banner
is
excel

ments were proposed and negatived. Leave second ballot the candidates were tied, each
reth ; one being his regular signature, thus—
ARRIVED.
lent. On one side, is a likeness of Washing
VHi i
Feb. 16—Sch. Golden Grove, Wildes, Boston. B. Brandreth ; and the other his full signa
to withdraw was granted on the petition of receiving eighty-one votes, and there' were ton, surrounded with elegant scroll work,
rei1 low”i»«l(,li
ture, thus—Benjamin Brandreth ; both being
SAILED.
inhabitants of Kennebunk. In the House two scattering.—Two additional candidates surmounted with clasped hands, and the mot
,rS8'«cirriei,i
fac similes of the writing of Dr. Brandreth, to
Feb.
14
—
Sch.
Ocean,
Oakes,
Boston.
to
—
‘
To
your
Pledge
be
faithful.
1
On
the
""'"»"i of Brilsk
the proceedings were Unimportant.
imitate which is forgery !
were then nominated, but there was no
MEMORANDA.
other side, on the right, is a view of a neat
..... .
The Brandreth Pills having these labels
further
vote,
and
the
execution
of
the
joint
and
substantial
farm
house,
with
all
the
out

At
Matanzas,
29th
ult.
ship
York,Morrill,(from
;l8 '«tween Nni,
upon them, can be relied upon as the true
The District Court for the Western order was postponed.
Havana,)
for
Boston,
loading.
buildings. &c. exhibiting the abode of peace,
end genuine.
District commenced a term at Alfred on
Adv. at New Orleans, 1st inst. barque Dianindependence and happiness. The farmer is
l*e or no value,-]]#
Dr. Brandreth’s Principal Office, 241 Broad
tha,
Shorey,
for
Boston,
with
despatch.
F
reshet
.
There
was
a
heavy
freshet
on
represented in his shirt sleeves, slaking his
Monday last. Judge Goodenow, for the
ct °F this arrange^
' Cid. at Boston, 15th, ship Riga, Williams, Ha way, N. Y.
the
banks
of
the
Hudson
and
Mohawk
rivers
thirst
from
nature
’
s
fountain,
having
appar

*astrous. Before^
first time, took his seat on thé Bench.
N. E. OFFICE,
vana.
111,(1 ten thousandth
on Saturday last, by which the banks of the ently just returned from his noon day’s labor.
Ar. at Boston, 11th, ship Howard, (of this port.) 19, HANOVER STREET, 19,
His
house
is
near
the
margin
of
a
river,
on
the trade with the fe
“The Boston Miscellany” for Febru river and the docks in Albany, Greenbush which are moored his pleasure boat, and Hill, New Orleans, 24th—S. W. Pass, 25tb ult.
BOSTON.
olonies alone. Sli^
Cid. at New Orleans, 1st inst. ship Regulus,
ary
has been received. It is an excellent and Troy were overflowed, and property to a boats to convey his produce to market.
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
Thompson, Cowes and a market.
of it entirely,
On the left is a Tavern, struck by lightning
Ar. at New York, 12th inst. brig Overmann, by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
•nies has been inert»'
number—its typographical execution is neat, considerable amount destroyed. The Utica
—the half inebriated inmates of which are re Davis, Ponce, 15. Cid. 11th, barque Finland, of Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
1Ve «11 the advantngei
and
Schenectady
Rail
Road'was
injured.
its embellishments well executed and its con
Principal New England Office,
moving the furniture with tottering steps, this port, Nason, Havana.
rassed trade wiiJi
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
tents diversified and interesting. The article
At
Havre,
Dec.
31,
barque
Eliza
Thornton,
while
in
front
are
seen
persons
fighting,
and
A valuable lot of Jewelry was seized,
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co.
Patterson, for New Orleans, 2.
some
lying
on
the
ground,
in
a
state
of
beast

on
American
sculptors
in
Italy,
commenced
go imo an eianitab
as smuggled goods, by the U. S. Marshal, at
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
SPOKEN.
ly intoxication. We advise all who feel an
in the January number, is concluded in this. Charleston, S. C., on the 2d inst.
-8 of all this, |)üí
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne.
Jan.
29,
off
Matanzas,
brig
Swiss
Boy,
Blais

interest
in
such
matters,
to
call
and
see
these
Berwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
and more proper «
It is from the pen of Edward Everett, our
dell,
from
Havre,
via
Cadiz,
bound
in.
Banners before they are removed. We are
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson.
I) at present, wjfo
Minister to England, and is a very valuable
Feb.
2d,
lat.
29
40,
Ion.
63
50,
brig
Eveline,
of
Ice. In consequence of the mildness of satisfied that our Saco friends will be pleased
Berwick, S’. J. S T. Cushing.
'e printed for the bife
this
port.
Gould,
8
days
from
Wilmington,
N.
paper. We notice, also, among the contribu the present winter the prospects of the ice with them.—American.
Buxton, H. McKenney.
C. for Ponce, P. R.
s
“
J. C. Lewis.
tors to this number, the names of Alexander “crop,” in the vicinity of Boston, are very
J order by Mr. Andre»
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
The Portsmouth, Saco & Portland
Everett, Lowell and others “ known to litera discouraging. The Boston Advertiser of the
motion on the p®
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
Railroad. We congratulate the travelling At a Court of Probate held at North-BerThe Speaker said ik
Kennebunk port, S. H. Gould.
ry fame,” The Miscellany deserves to be 9th inst. says, “ the supply on hand in all the public on the opening of that portion of the
wick,
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
Lebanon,
James Brackett.
e briefly the contend
liberally patronized, and we hope the reading ice-houses is entirely inadequate to meet the Railroad leading from this place to Ports
the first Monday in December, in the year of
Frederic A. Wood & Co.
debate it.
community, more especially in New Eng demand, and the price is likely to be very mouth, which lies between this city and
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty-one, by
Limerick, John Sanborn.
il not say ibalallii
Goose Fair, Saco, a distance of thirteen miles.
Limington, Winburn Adams.
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
land, will see that it is.
rth in the paper
high for the ensuing season.”
The work reflects much credit on those who
Liming ton, E. Henry Small.
Court :
e an outlineo( ilia
have embarked in the undertaking. The
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
EORGE
LITTLEFIELD,
administra

t the Rouse might#
02?” It will be seen on reference to our
Attempted Insurrection in Ponce, P. experimental trips were made on Monday.
tor of the estate of Gideon R. Little JSewfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
“
S. C. Adams.
diary of Legislative proceedings, that Mr. R. Capt. Pierce, of sch. Pearl, arrived at The cars now run regularly, leaving this city
field, late of Wells, in said county, deceased,Parsonsjield,
ten ordered to be pi
F & E. H. Newbegin.
at
eight
o
’
clock
A.
M.,
and
three
o
’
clock
P.
Norfolk
from
Ponce,
states
that
the
ne

having
presented
his
second
account
of
ad

Burr, whose claim to a seat in the House of
“
William Stackpole.
to the Committee*«
groes of that island contemplated a revolt, M. We learn that on the last return trip ministration of the estate of said deceased, for
“
John Morrill.
Representatives was refused by that body, which was to have taken place on Christmas Monday evening, from Saco, when the train allowance:
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
leave)also offered^
again took his seat in the House on Monday, night. The intention of the insurrectionists had arrived near »he bridge over Fore
ORDERED—That the said administrator
“
Howard & Kendall.
which was adopted!
presenting credentials the validity of which was discovered previous to that night, and a River, it was discovered that a keg of give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
Secretary ol W
nails,
which
had
been
left
standing
with
__
sevSaco, McIntire & Beck.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
was not questioned. The new election in number of them were arrested. They have
tunicate to thia Bow
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
been tried, and three were shot, and several eral other kegs on the side of the bridge near weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
bis district, composed of the towns of Brewer received
which maylwfe
the
head
of
the
track,
had
been
tipped
over
“
George Littlefield.
two hundred lashes and were sent
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
[j hi« DepMf^à
and Bradley, was held last Saturday, with the to the chain galleys for life on the day pre on to one of the rails, but fortunately it was that they may appear nt a Probate Court to be
u
Joseph Wilson.
ik
Waterborovgh,
James Leavitt.
fl to
not so dark but that the Engineer was ena__ held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
"folidwrog result: Burr 199; Hilferty (opp.) vious to the departure of Capt. Pierce.
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
bled
to
discover
it
in
season
<o
prevent
the
>f Maine, reçois.
first
Monday
of
April
next,
at
ten
of
the
170 ; scattering 9.
York, Edward Chase.
jf the Secretary^ i
Hostilities at Carthagena. Accounts mischief intended by the diabolical spirit clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
“
Alexander Dennett.
ted for the purj»
received at New Orleans from Carthagena by which placed it there.* Two or three indi any they have, why the same should not be
“
G. M. Freeman.
Political Movement. A meeting of the Way of Jamaica state, in consequence of viduals were seen lurking in the neighbor allowed.
iring the curreots
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
hood,
who
may
possibly
be
recognized.
No
Attest,
J
ohn
S
keele
,
Register.
it rule. Mr, Fl
“Democratic” members of the Legislature some acts of violence committed on British
241 Broadway, N. Y.
accident
as
yet
has
happened.
—
American.
A
true
copy,
—
Attest,
he would, at the«'«
of Kentucky held on the 8th inst. nominated subjects at Carthagena, the brig of war Cha
J
ohn
S
keele
,
Register.
esol u lion to itjtf'
was ordered thither to inquire into the
Col. Richard M. Johnson for the Presidency. rybdis
Feb. 19._______________
3w
matter. It is stated that “ on the arrival of *This report has been contradicted.
i the following nd
This
selection,
it
is
said,
is
not
made
in
preju

<2i/’E, the subscribers, having been appointthe Charybdis at Carthagena she was fired
Torial, resolution^
R. F. Perkins has been appointed by At a Court of Probate held at South-Ber
ed by the Judge of Probate, for the
dice to the claims of others equally deserving, upon from two Carthagenian brigs of war, theMr.
) abolition of to
wick, within and for the County of York, on county of
President
and
Senate,
Postmaster
of
Au

York, to receive and examine the
urnbia, or at] hi
and in the event of a plurality of candidates and several gun boats, &c. The Charybdis gusta, vice Wm. Woart, removed.
the first Monday in February, in the year of claims of the creditors of
thereupon
cast
anchor
and
commenced
her
lave trade bewt
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
forty
two,
it will cheerfully be waived in favor of the
WILLIAM GOODWIN,
defence; and the result of the action was,
of the United S#1
TEM PERANCE MEETINGS.
by the Hon. WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said
nominee of a general convention.
that the two Venezulian ships were sunk,
late of Shapleigh, in said county, deceased,
shall be rewire^
Court :
(X/
15
’
There
will
be
a
meeting
of
the
“
Ken

and the Admiral, with a large number of
whose estate is represented insolvent, give
d in any waywte ]
LIVE STORER, administratrix of the notice
Dr. Lardner. The Boston Advertiser of men, killed. The Charybdis lost four men nebunk Washington Total Abstinence Society ”
six months, commencing the third
estate of Jotham Storer, late of San day ofthat
on
Sunday
(to-morrow)
evening,
at
the
Meet

January, A. D. 1842, have been al
the 16th inst. contains an ably written com killed in the engagement, and was considera ing-House of the Second Parish. Father
lies. An imp*;
ford, in said county, deceased, having pre
ined (by jiirj|i|
munication in reference to Dr. Lardner, who bly injured in her upper works.”
sented her first account of administration of lowed to said creditors to bring in and prove
Hayes of Bath will deliver an Address.
their claims ; and that we will attend the ser
a collision on i
has recently delivered a course of scientific
Also—On Tuesday afternoon next, at 2 the estate of said deceased, for allowance ; and vice assigned us at the Office of John T.
Insult to the American Flag ! On
the summer of S'i
also her petition for an allowance out of the
o
’
clock,
at
the
same
place.
lectures
in
the
“
Literary
Emporium.
”
The
Paine, Esq. in Sanford, on the last Saturday
the 12th of Jan. the Texian ship Austin sent
►stinelli was io*
personal estate of said deceased :
February next, and on the last Saturdays of
writer takes strong ground against the Doctor 30 armed men on board the American barque
jevere injury, I)]11*
ORDERED—That the said administratrix of
There
will
be
a
Temperance
Meeting
of the skull,
and advances several cogent reasons to show Louisa, lying at Sisal, on the point of sailing Thursday evening, (Feb. 24,) at the house of give notice to all persons interested, by caus the four following months, from one to six
for Vera Cruz, with the representatives from Mr. Bragdon, on the Sea Road, at half past 6 ing a copy of this order to be published, three o’clock in the afternoon.
great spinal (W
that he ought not to be encouraged and sup Yucatan
JNO. SHAW,
7
to Mexico, the Mexican Commis
y-Whether lb i;
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
ELIHU WEBBER, $ Commisrs.
ported as a public lecturer and teacher. All sioners, and several other passengers; the o’clock.
zette,
printed
at
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
rag not clearly •
— Also —
Dated, January 28, 1842.
this, according to our view of the case, is whole of whom were taken away by force
itimony in the®
{ffr’ On the same evening, Thursday, (Feb. that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
and
carried
on
board
the
Austin
as
prisoners,
well
—
very
well
—
but,
prior
to
its
appearance,
held
at
Saco,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
broughtone, 8 »\
24,) at the School-House on the Plains, on
Monday of March next, at ten of the
or the actual
<he Doctor had finished his course of lec notwithstanding the protest of Capt. Baker of the Alfred road, at half past 6.
the
Louisa.
They
were
kept
on
board
the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
)r loss ol ser*|
Feb. 19, 1842.
tures and left the city, having it in his power Austin until the 14th, when Commodore
LL persons having unsettled account»
they have, why the same should not be al
was rendered lot ! |
with the subscriber, are requested to
to commend himself to public favor in other Moore ordered them to be liberated, and they
lowed.
2,000, and inW
CELEBRATION.
call and settle the same immediately.
places by reference to the countenance and sailed in the Louisa for Vera Cruz.—Argus.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
The “Kennebunk Washington Total AbWALTER LITTLEFIELD.
A true copy,—Attest,
support given him in Boston I This “ shut
, mages,but noHJn
Wells, Jan. 27.
Perils of the Sea. The Yarmouth stinence Society” will celebrate the Anni
John Skeele, Register.
ting the barn door after the horse is stolen ” Register gives the names and ages of 62 indi versary of the Birth Day of Washington, (22d
iy. While«
Feb. 12.
3w
.Msibleiml«*
is not quite so sure a preventive of evil as is viduals belonging to Truro, who perished in instant,) by a SUPPER, at the Town
t road,
a more seasonable application of the necessa the gale of October last.—Thirty-five of them Hall. Tickets are on sale at the Bookstore,
V anil a" *
up HOSE indebted to the subscriber for
at the Store of Messrs. J. Curtis & Co. and
Ke held wli'*
ry measures for securing one’s premises were young unmarried men, but 27 of them by Mr. Charles Littlefield, the Secretary of
HE following articles, now in Capt. Dan -®- Newspapers, who prefer paying Wood
have left widows and 51 children. There
(. Alter«1111”15
against the inroads of the evil-minded and are 105 widows now living at Truro, nearly the Society.
iel Curtis’ Store, were shipped on to Cash, are requested to haul it in the course
board schooner Superior, some time the past
of n few weeks. Those who have promised
N. B.—All persons who intend to take
' corl,oralfl
mischievous.
all of whose husbands were lost at sea.
>rs’ t,iesevei
In the same gale there were lost twenty- Supper with the Washingtonians, on the 22d season, from Boston, viz :—4 Barrels ; 1 Box; to pay Wood and Country Produce, and neg
uard the I*
I Jug; and 1 paper bundle, containing sun lect this call, will be required to pay Cash
(t/5® We learn from the Dover Inquirer four citizens of Dennis, nine of whom were instant, are requested to furnish themselves dry articles of merchandise, and marked without delay.
JAMES K. REMICH.
with tickets previous to that evening.
married
men
and
left
sixteen
children.
that the hands employed itf the Calico Print
“ —— Scamonce,” the owner can have them
Kennebunk, Jan. 15,1842.
Supper at 7 o’clock precisely.
On board the schooner Primrose, of Yar
by proving property and paying charges, on
ing business, in Dover, N. H., have been no mouth, there were lost in the same gale, six
Kennebunk, Feb. 19, 1842.
applving to me or George Emmons.
Williams
Ö
tified that the works will be suspended in a men, three of whom were married and have
JOSHUA EMERY.
HYMENEAJL»
ale, """
few weeks. The number of hands thus em left eleven children.—Newburyport Herald,
Kennebunk, Feb. 15.
LOT of Pork, just received, and lor sale
«ta''’’!"''*#
ployed is about two hundred, many of whom
MARRIED—In Wells, Jan. 13, by Rev. O.
low, by
J. CURTIS & Co.
The Hospital. Those who read the de Barron,
Mr. Dennis P. Dutch of Brownfield, to
Kennebunk, Feb. 5.
Copartnership
^Dissolved.
have large families. Similar notices have bates of Wednesday in the House of Repre
Miss Lydia S. Storer of Wells—also, by same,
been given, it is understood, in Lowell and sentatives of this State, may be at some loss Rev. Joseph Storer of Fitzwilliam, N. H., to
HE Copartnership heretofore existing
loubtful one.]
under the firm of OAKES & COUS
Taunton, Mass. This step is rendered neces to understand these movements. It may be Miss Olive Hatch of Wells—Mr. Lewis Hatch,
ENS, is this day by mutual consent dissolved.
sary, it is said, in consequence of the inade well enough to say, that Governor Fairfield to Miss Lydia Littlefield, both of Wells.
F the first quality, just received and for
and his Council, having satisfied themselves
In Buxton, Mr. Charles Nutter of Saco, to The business will now be carried on as usual
quate protection afforded to this branch of that the public interest requires no change in Miss Dorcas W. Harmon of B.
sale at the low price of 25 cents per
at the old stand, by said Cousens.—All per
gallon, by
J. CURTIS & Co.
In Washington City, at the White House, sons who are indebted to the late firm of
our manufactures by the present tariff’.
the officers of that establishment, have refus
Kennebunk, Feb. 5.
ed to make any; and the friends of Dr. William Waller, Esq. of Virginia, to Miss Eliz Oakes & Cousens are respectfully requested
abeth, youngest daughter of President Tyler.
Important to Fishermen. It is stated, Knapp have brought the matter into the
In Chatham, N. H. Mr. Cyrus K. Hill of Lim to call and pay up immediately, or at least to
House, insisting upon his restoration. It is a erick,
settle their accounts with James Cousens,
to Miss Charlotte Hill of C.
that
the
Nova
Scotians
have
petitioned
the
sort of appeal from the decision of the Gov
SÄ
In Newfield, 6th inst. by Rev. Mr. Gilbert, who is fully authorized to settle all of said
LL persons having unsettled account»
Home Government to prohibit American ernor and Council. What may be the result Wentworth C Davis, Esq. to Mrs. Louisa Sym- Company’s accounts. All those who have
with the subscriber, are requested to
fishermen from passing through the Gut of of the legislative investigation is not for us to mes, both of N.
e drowned.-^
demands against said firm are requested to
call and settle the same immediately.
In Buxton, 27th ult. by Isaac Lord, Esq. Mr. call and settle.
BRADFORD OAKES.
Canso, on the ground that in so doing they anticipate.—Kennebec Journal.
THEODORE G. LARRABEE.
David Flood to Miss Eliza Ann Kimball, both of
JAMES COUSENS.
come within the limits prescribed by the
learn
Kennebunk-port, Feb. 12.
The Governor nominated on the 10th inst. Buxton.
Kennebunk,
Feb.
10,
1842.
3w
meconin*';
Treaty, and that the passage in question is Joshua Herrick of Kennebunk-port, for the
In Concord, N. H. by Rev. Mr. Jones, Mr.
U Ä
not a common highway^ bu.t an inland sea. office of chairman of the county commission James A. Gove, to Miss Clarissa Knox, daugh
vitó"'« '* ta
ter of Capt Joshua Knox, of Berwick, Me.
If the English Government should listen to ers for the county of York, vice Capt. Charles
At Meredith Bridge, N. H., on Saturday last,
ONDON improved Initial Seal Wafers,
Bradbury, resigned.
ANTED a smart, capable Girl, to do
Mr. Joseph Hoitt of Gilmanton, to Miss Sophia
the prayer of this petition, one more will be
intended as a substitute for Wax.
the work of a small family. Apply to
G.
Brooks
of
Wakefield.
added to the subjects of dispute between this
For sale by
D. REMICH.
It is understood that a despatch (which fn Buxton, 6th inst. Mr. William Heath of
JAMES LORD.
Kp»-->eh--nk, Feb. 19.
will be shortly published) has been sent to Sv&ndisb, to Miss Eliza Waterman of B,
Government and that of Great Britain,
Kennebunk, Feb. 19.
Mr. Everett at London, directing him to claim
In Newfield, 9th ult. Mr. John Twombly, to
indemnity for the liberati
’ y the Govern Miss Charlotte Drew, both of Alton, N. H.—30th BREATHERS—for sale bv
.ARD, CHEESE,-for sale by
OjT’There have been three cases of small ment of Nassau, of the SWjaus slaves on ult.
Mr. Joseph N. Cheney of Sanford)'
°D.
jpox, in mild form, recently, in Hallowell.
board the Creole.
/ mutinu
Mary A. Fernaid of N.
/ | Kennebunk, F§Jv
eceived «
/•1UÄ«

Brandreth’s Pills.

G
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O

Notice*

A

Wood Wanted.

Notice.

T

Pork.

A

T

Porto Rico Molasses,

O

Notice.

A

Wafers.

Girl Wanted.

W

L
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Schooner Martha*

Cotislis. Colds, skiid all Ills-' Mew-E®>gla»id Truss
i
factory.
lases or the
I

Mami«

Jew Havid’s, or Hebrew
Plaster.

HE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BAL rpflE subscriber continues to manufacture Trusses of'; rpHE peculiarities of this Chemical Cornrn>st ’! “®- every description, at his residence, at the old stand |\ JL
THE good packet Schooner
pound are owing to its extraordinary
SAM is believed.to be deservedly the rnqst
1 opposite 264, No. 305, Washington St., Boston, (ennnnn the
t Ia ¿* animal
nnim^l tirim
t* *
MARTHA, Israel Crediford,
I effectso upon
fibre hr
or nerves,
lig.
popular Medicine ever known in America,i trance
"
in
Temple
Avenue-up
stairs.)
All
mdividuA glorious race they were—the tried,
Master, having superior accotn- coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, i als can see him alone, at any time at the above place, ! aments and muscles ; its virtues being carMa^^modations for Passengers, will whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of Ii Having had twenty years’ experience, he has anord- ■ ried by them to the immediate seat of ¿¡s. I
The true of ancient time—
every kind.
jI ed relief to three thousand persons, for the last five ; ease, or of pain and weakness.
sail from —
Our glorious sires, who bled and died
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been j years. All may rest assured of relief who call and tiy I
However good any internal remedy may
KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
For this our own free clime ;
very extensively used for about twelve years ; ! Trusses of his manufacture. He is row confident he j be this, as an external application, will prove
I
Oil! hallowed be each sacred name,
— and from —
and its reputation has been constantly increasing. can give every individual relief who may call on him. a powerful auxiliary in removing the disffTThe public are cautioned against the many
That fearless to the conflict came,
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK So universally popular has this article become quacks
who promise what they cannot perform.
! ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Loit may now be considered as a standard arti
And freely on the battle plain,
Having worn the different kinds of Trusses, more or ! cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections
every week, wind and weather permitting. that
cle
in
a
large
part
of
the
United
States
and
Brit

less, that have been offered to the public for the last
Poured out their blood like drops of rain.
For Freight or Passage apply to the Master ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly’ twenty
years, from different patent manufactories, and King’s Evil, Gout, inflammatory and Chron
I
on
board.
by
them,
considering
it
the
most
safe
as
web
as
now
continues to wear those of his own manufactuie, ic Rheumatism, and in aU cases where seated
Few are the sculptured gifts of art,
complaints. The
rrk-' I fie ¡s now abie to decide? after examining the rupture, pain or weakness exists.
O^The Martha is furnished with extra certain remedy for the above ---------A Nation’s love to tell ;
reca.y...s I what sort of Truss is best to adapt to all the cases that
A gentleman travelling in the South of
rigging, etc. with particular reference to run Proprietors have received, and are receiving
occur ; and he has on hand as good Trusses, and will
And many a brave and gallant heart,
ning in the Winter months—which is worthy numerous recommendations from many of our furnish any kind of Truss that cant be had elsewhere. Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so
Hath mouldered where it fell ;
the consideration of shippers and passen best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac Any persott who purchases a Truss at this establish much said in the latter place in praise of
tice. The names of a few individuals who have ment. if it does not suit, can exchange until they are well Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con
The spiry maize luxuriant waves
gers.
oiven their testimony in favor of this article are suited, without additional charge.
sidered) miraculous cures it had performed
Its long green leaves o’er heroes graves ;
Kennebunk, Oct. 2.
here subjoined, and for a more full account see
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty different that he was induced to try it on his own
And thoughtless swains the harvest reap,
kinds of Trusses, among which are all the different
the envelope to the bottle.
person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the
Schooner Hile
Where our stern Fathers’ ashes sleep.
Doct. Amory Hunting, Doct. Samuel Morrill, kinds similar to those that the late Mr. John Beath, of' removal of which had been the chief object of
“ Timothy Bay lies, this city, formerly made, and all others advertised in I 1
“ Truman Abell,
Boston, together with the patent lastic spring Truss, ;his journey, but which had resisted the genial
But after years the tale shall tell,
THE new packet schooner
“ Jere. Ellsworth,
“ Thomas Brown,
with spring pads 5 Trusses without steel springs — influence of that balmy and delicious climate.
NILE, Daniel Ward, Master,
“ Albert Guild.
In worlds of light revealed,
“ William Perry,
these give relief in all cases of rupture, and a large
He accordingly applied a plaster on the
/ Wn^khaving superior accommodations
Who bravely fought—who nobly fell;
AN INTERESTING CASE.
fportion produce a perfect cure—they can be worn day
for
passengers,
will
sail
from
Extract
of
a
letter
from
Mr.
C.
S.
Clay,
Kingston,
{and night ; improved hinge and pivot Truss ; umbili right side of the chest, where the pain was
And manj a well-earned field,
^UKENNEBUNK tor BOSTON,
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors : < cal spring Trusses, made in four different ways ; Trus- :seated, another between the shoulders, and
Outspread beneath the Western sun,
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A sses with ball and socket joints.; Trusses for Prolap- ,one over the region of the liver. In the
— AND FROM —
Ani, by wearing Which persons troubled with mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea
Shall live with ancient Marathon,
remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable ssus
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
a descent of the rectum can ride on horseback with
And Trenton’s fight, and Princeton’s name,
laxative qualities. He soon found his
every week, during the present season, wind Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of ‘perfect ease and safety. Mr. Foster, also makes of
'
Be linked with old Platea’s fame.
and weather permitting. For Freight or Pas 1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a !Trusses for Prolapsus Uteri, which have answered health improving : and in a few weeks his
long time with the consumption. His physician jin cases where pessaries have failed. Suspensory cough left him, the sallowness of his skin dis
sage, apply to
D. & S, W ARD.
had”given him up. He was reduced so low as to <Trusses, knee caps and back-boards are always appeared, his pain was removed, and his
But the surviving few who stand
Kennebunk-port, May 21, 1841.
be unable to help himself, and was raising a |kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not of health became perfectly reinstated.
A remnant weak and old—
lar<re quantity of blood, when he commenced <speculation, the undersigned will keep on hand the fol
Since that time he has been recommend
Sole relies of that glorious band
kinds from other manufactories, which they can
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure lowing
1
if his does not suit them ; after a fair trial, they ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for
Whose hearts were hearts of gold ;
and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. have
I
can
exchange for any of them : — Dr. Hull’s; Read’s all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma
Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he spiral
'
Oh honored be each silvery hair 1
Truss; RundeH’s do.; Salmon’s ball and socket ;
S. L. OSBORN
has promised me a more detailed account of his ■Sherman’s patent ; French do. ; Marsh’s improved tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache,
Each furrow trenched by toil and care ;
Fir AS returned from Boston with a large case, which 1 will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
!Truss ; Bateman’s do., double and single ; Stone’s Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve
And sacred each old bending form,
Jl JL Stock of Goods, probably the last he
ry case of which it has proved an effectual
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
Trusses ; — also,Trusses for children, of all sizes.
will purchase until he can close his business.
That braved oppression’s battle storm.
Argyle, iNova Scotia.
Any kind of Trusses repaired al short notice, and cure.
He has likewise witnessed the hannv
He has been in trade upwards of twenty-five
Tn the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized made as good as when new.
effects of its softening and healing qualities
ffZFLadies
wishing
for
any
of
these
instruments,
will
years, and now feels disposed to sell his with a violent cough which continued two or
in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors,
LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP.
Goods at a small profit, till July, when he three months. My cough was so severe that 1 be waited upon by Mrs. Foster, at the above place. Knots, Wens, White Swelling, Hard TuMrs.
F.
has
been
engaged
in
the
above
business
for
The birds.when winter shades the sky,
intends offering his stand at Auction, unless was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours ten years.
mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the
previously disposed of at private sale. A rare during the night, and 1 was much reduced in
Fly o’er the seas away,
The subscriber makes and keeps on hand steeled
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One shoes, for deformed and crooked feet, and is doing this Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction!
chance
is
now
presented
for
an
industrious
Where laughing eyes in sunshine lie,
of himself and others.
person to locate himself in a good situation of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable every week for children and infants, in this city, and
And summer breezes play.
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca
Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell. from out of the city. Specimens of his workmanship
on very reasonable terms.
ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain
He however loaned it to me till I could procure may be seen at the manufactory.
And thus the friends that flutter near
(£]r’ All persons indebted are requested to him another. I experienced immediate relief He likewise informs individuals he will not make in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af
While fortune’s sun is warm,
call soon to settle and pay if they can.
from it. The first opportunity I had I procured their complaints known to any one, except when he is fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses,
Are startled if a cloud appear,
Kennebunk, Jan. 15.
3w
more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres permitted to refer 10 them —it being a misfortune, and &c. No female subject to pain or weakness
voung persons do not want their cases'kliow’n.
And fly before the storm.
ervation of my life.
JAMES W. LENOX.
in the back or side, should be without it.
“
JAMES FREDERICK FOSTER.
Dec. 17, 1838.
Boston, March, 1841.
Married ladies,in delicate situations,find great
But when from winter’s howling plains
FOR 1842,
____ _
relief from constantly wearing this plaster.
COUNTERFEITS.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
Each other warbler’s past,
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
Will be published about the 20th
It has lately been discovered that the Jew
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835.
The little snow-bird still remains,
of December.
David's or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy
wrapper,
on
which
is
a
label,
signed
by
S
ampson
Having
had
occasion
to
observe,
that
some
persons
And chirrups midst the blast.
1TJURCHASERS are requested to send in Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU afflicted with Hernia have suffered much from the for Corns as the following certificate will
JL
their orders, as early as possible, to INE.
Dove-like that bird, when friendship’s throng
want of a skilful workman in accommodating Trusses show—more can be seen by calling upon our
Messrs. r1'HOMAS GROOM & Co., 82
[UrThe outside Yellow Label will have, on to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains to j( agents in the Villages.
With fortune’s sun depart,
Stale street, and they will meet with all due and after December 1839, in addition to that of inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to
CERTIFICATE.
Still lingers with its cheerful song,
the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr.
Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut supply
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840.
attention.
Beath, After some months of observation of his work,
And nestles on the heart.
Messrs Comstock & Co.—I feel myself under
The Business Directory, of the various ler, one of his partners.
I am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with
Business and Professions in Boston, so hap The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in great obligation to you or your Jew David’s
pily begun in last year’s Almanac, will be nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc Plaster. I have been troubled with corns on
1 feel myself called upon to recommend him to my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost
continued in this, with all the improvements introduce spurious articles, which by partially cur.
assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per every thing that was recommended, but could
We are gratified to notice the spirited un that our experience may have afforded. The ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among son well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these find nothing that did any good, till I tried the
John C. Warren.
dertaking of the Mechanics of Saco to pro Almanac for 1842, will be of the same size as these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary important articles.
Hebrew Plaster.
1 pared the corns and applied
mote their common and individual interests that of 1841, and bound in the same beautiful Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr 1 hereby certify that I have, for several years past, the Plaster, after having it on about twenty-four
style.
up,
”
“
Pulmonary
P>alsam,
”
“
Carter
’
s
Com

by the formation of a Mechanics Institute.
in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed
If there should be any who have not ■ pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur been
They have the best evidence in the success of
nia, and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and offand left a hollow place, and are entirely well,
seen
this
publication,
the
Proprietor
would
chasers
should
enquire
for
the
true
article
by
its
1 consider it far preferable to any other which 1 have em and as smooth as they ever were.
similar efforts elsewhere, as well as in the na
whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO ployed.
James Thatcher, M. D
Yours Respectfully,
ture of the case, that their objects will be at beg leave to say. that it is a neat and compact NARY
BALSAM, and see that it has the marks
Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
little
volume
of
120
pages,
well
printed,
beau

WONTON JOSLIN.
tained.
N. B. We would advise all those afflicted with
tifully bound in cloth,-lettered in gold, and and signatures of the genuine.
The Saco Herald states
Boston, March 10, 1840.
Each
bottle
and
seal
is
stamped
“
Vegetable
cornsJo
make
trial
of
the
Hebrew Plaster.
I hereby certify, that 1 have known Mr. James F.
Much interest is manifested by the mechan contains as much matter as an ordinary 8vo Pulmonary Balsam.”
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
volume
and
is
sold
for
the
very
low
price
of
Foster,
several
years
last
past,
and
have
frequently
em

ics of our Village in the Institute recently
{FTOne more Counterfeit, besides the
Rochester, N. Y.
him in the construction of Trusses and other
formed.—It now numbers about forty mem 25 cents per copy. The Calendar pages are “ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others ployed
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire
apparatus for my patients, and have always found himi
very
complete,
containing
besides
the
usual
above alluded to !—An attempt has been made to ready, capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasioni For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents:
bers—all of whom seem ambitious to elevate
their profession to the high station to which matter, a complete record of the Weather in deceive the public by a spurious mixture called for which 1 have employed him.
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren .^ffejne- _
Boston
during
the
past
year.
Also,
each
Cal

“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes
John Randall, M. D.
its importance so justly entitles it. They
bunk port, Oliver Bourn ; Wells, SeCfTHaich;
page is accompanied with a memoran signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson
have commenced a course which, if perse endar
Individuals can have the Trusses sent lo them by any■ North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled
vered in, cannot but greatly augment their dum page, irn which rhe Accounts of n fami man
Kennebunk, March 4th, 1841.
in Bangor, Me. The name is written in of the packets or vessels by writing the subscriber,
ly,
or
other
domestic
matters,
may
be
regis

stock of useful knowledge; while at the same
a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is /James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.
tered.
The
paper
being
of
a
strong
and
firm
time it is a very pleasant way of spending
a most foul attempt to deceive the public and 1 March 5, 1841.
their leisure hours—hours of vast importance texture, is easily written upon.
avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery.
Dec.
18.
to every mechanic, from their rare occur
NE HUNDRED DOLLARS REFor sale by REED, WING & CUTLER,
World’s Wonder.
rence,—In addition to lectures, they have a
(late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs,
WARD has been offered for months, to
Dailey's
Magical
Pain
Extractor.
Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat
. Reading Room, open at all times, where are
any
one who will use a bottle of Hays' Lini
£
ITT
is
a
strange
fact,
but
nevertheless
true,
.
found many of the most valuable newspapers QA QUINTALS Pollock Fish, just receiv- ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun
ment for the Piles without being cured. Of
M that the medical world have no effectual
try merchaifts generally in New England, and in
and magazines of the day. The York Manu
thousands sold, in no one instance has it fail
ed and for sale, by
and general remedy, as yet, safely established
the
principal
places
throughout
the
United
States
facturing Company also gives them the use
JAMES LORD.
for the cure of Burns,’ observed an eminent Phy ed of a cure. Proof overwhelming to be had
and
British
Provinces.
Price
50
cents.
of their Library, which embraces upwards of
Kennebunk, Jan. 8.
sician in high official capacity, while addressing where it is to be sold. It is also a certain
For sale by
five hundred well selected volumes. The
a jury as Coroner in London lately, while sit cure in nearly every case.
DANIEL
REMICH.
Institute is doing much to elevate the charac
ting on an inquest over the body of a burnt indi (Externally) in the following complaints.
September
4,
1840.
ter ol our village and minister to the gratifi
Tightness of the chest
vidual; at the same time enjoining them to solic For the Piles,
cation of its citizens, and should receive their TL/TAY be found, at the store of the subit the medical officers of the metropolitan hospi For all Dropsy,
especially in children,
hearty approbation and liberal support.
tals to search the world for such a desideratum, Tender Feet,
ItJL scriber,
Foul ulcers of the legs,
that
experience
had
established
as
the
best
and
Sore Troat by cancers or other fungus sores,
LADIES’ HIGH & HALF GAITERS,
ANDOTHERS.
surest.
Examples to Young Men. Judge Wil
however obstinate or
or ulcers,
(Black and light colored.)
TF&OES
any
know
a
neighbor
or
a
friend
In
order
that
NO
life
may
be
lost
or
torture
son, of Steubenville, is one of the most dis
Croup,
long standing,
—Also—
JL
p
who
has
been
Bald,
and
whose
head
is
suffered
hereafter
by
such
afflictions,
DALtinguished and worthy citizens of Ohio. The FUR-LINED KID SHOES.
Whooping Cough,
Fresh Wounds,
LEY
’
S
MAGICAL
PAIN
EXTRACTOR
is
now covered with fine hair? One whose
Philadelphia North American says he served
Chilblains, &c. &c.
Scald Head,
ft'/53’ Boots and Shoes made to order, coat collar was covered with dandruff*, though sent forth to the use of man, possessing* alt the
an apprenticeship to the printing business in
merits required, and that unbelief, prejudice,'
LOOK OUT.
that city, going through all the stages, from and warranted. All kinds of repairs, done in brushed every hour—which lias now vanish-< and ignorance, may be removed, and it applied
Some Swindlers have counterfeited this ar
boy up to foreman ; and in the mean time, his line» promptly attended to and neatly exe ed entirely ? Or one whose hairs at early to every sufferer unhesitatingly, a premium will
CHARLES HERRICK.
age were turning grey, who now has not a
ticle and put it up with various devices. Do
like Dr. Franklin, educated himself—after cuted.
be
given
to
every
one
who
shall
apply
it,
and
the
Kennebunk, Jan. 15.
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grey hair ? Children whose heads were cov excrutialing agony be not at once subdued. $100 not be imposed upon. One thing only will
wards editing when quite a young man, the
ered with scurf,— whose hair would not grow, have been offered for months, and no failure has protect you —it is the name of COMSTOCK
leading or rather one of the leading democrat
that are now growing the fullest crops of been found.
fe Co. ; that name must be always on the
ic daily newspapers of that day—then emi
hair ? Some cases must be known to most
One box is enough to save life, and always wrapper, or you are cheated. Do not forget
grating to Ohio, following in the same busi
ness, serving in her Assembly several ses
LL persons indebted to the late firm of persons. Ask them the cause, and you will pain from fifty common burns. Rapid as the it. Take this direction with you, and test by
sions; elevated to a seat on the bench in her
WILLIAM LORD & Co. are here be told, these things have been done by the wind to subdue fire, frost, torture, inflammation that, or never buy it ; for it is impossible for
use of the BALM OF COLUMBIA. Of 20 and heal the wounded—has no compeer—neither any other to be true or genuine. Sold by
Court—and now among the most prominent
by notified to make payment immediately.
of life nor pain by fire has ever been known COMSTOCK & Co. 71 Maiden Lane, New
whig candidates for the Executive chair of Said firm was dissolved in April last, and, as years growth in this article, its demand in loss
when present, and from every kind of torturous York. For sale in Kennebunk by
that State, one of the largest in the Union in ample time has been allowed for all indebted creasing annually some hundred per cent.— injuries
has snatched its thousands.
A. WARREN.
population and wealth. Go thou, young man, to pay, they will have no reason to entertain though when discovered not opposed by any
Composed of thirty compounds, combining all
Nov. 13, 1841
and do likewise.
unpleasant reflections, should we, from their thing for the same purpose, now assailed by the qualities of ANTISEPTIC, NERVINE,
almost numberless mushroom trash prepara ASTRINGENT, ANODYNE, HERPETIC,
further neglect, put them to expense.
tions that will ruin the hair if used to any BALSAMIC, and many minor virtues, impor
WILLIAM LORD.
extent. Can more than these facts be want tant to medicinal power and perfect cures, is the
JOSEPH CURTIS.
reams wrapping paper, of
ed—refer to the recommendations by a list of cause why it has universal control over all kinds
Kennebunk, Jan. 20,1842.
t-rU good quality.
names of respectability unequalled by’any of wounds, etc.
5 Reams POST OFFICE Paper.
Dr. E. Upjohn says, for prompt removal of
other article. Look at these things—buy this
HE OLIVE PLANT, and Ladies’
This dav received—for sale by
article. Stay and preserve your hair by its pain and extensive healing virtues without scar
Temperance Advocate, is a semi
D. REMICH.
MEDICINES.
use. or if bald restore it. Ladies, attend to not a thing can equal it, and will be used by all.
monthly Periodical, Edited by a Lady, and
Dr. Box says it surpasses every compound on
Kennebunk,
Dec.
29.
this
—
hundreds,
in
fashionable
life
are
using
sustained by more than three thousand Ladies
earth for rapidly healing without scar and easing
~OR sale a BARN, and a BARN FRAME.
—more than two thousand of whom reside tFOLMAN’S RESTORATIVE;—(price it as the only article really fit for the toilet. pain, and recommends its general use.
J
l
JL
reduced.)
Long
hair
is
very
apt
to
fall
out.
Ladies,use
in the City of New York. The Olive Plant
Dr. Brandt says no wound is beyond its rapid
For particulars enquire of
Holman’s Cough Syrup;—(price reduced.) the Balm of Columbia in time to save your power to ease and heal, and embraces all the
is devoted to the great interests of humanity,
NATH’L L. THOMPSON.
“
Bone' Ointment;
selves the disgrace of baldness by neglect of wishes oft required.
and contains the proceedings of those Ladies’
Kennebunk, Dec. 18.
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“
Rheumatic Elixir;
your persons.
A young lady burnt both hands all over with
Societies which are tendering clothing and
“
Vegetable Jaundice Powders;
It is your duty, as moralists, to preserve phosphorus, so that it burnt all down the quick to
other timely aid, as early tokens of sympathy
“
“
Emetic.
the beauties of nature, with which a bountiful .the root of, and under the nails; without even
to reformed inebriates and their families ; al
—Also—
Creator has endowed you—use the Balm, tor washing it off, applied this ointment, which stop IHIEN, Pdcket and Jack KNIVES—a great
so, Tales, Essays, etc., and an entertaining
ped the burning pain, and healed them free of -IRichardson’s Sherry Wine Bitters.
it will do it.
variety of patterns, among them the
Miscellany. Those who have already con
CAUTION TO BE REMEMBERED.— scar in a few days.
“ Congress Knives ”—four blades—a superior
tributed for this work, are among the best All genuine.—For sale by D. REMICH.
Mr.
Thomas
Ring,
from
a
scar,
had
a
sore
leg
Kennebunk, Feb. 8.
Several most flagrant attempts have been for seven years—cured in a short time by it.
article.
Lady writers of the age, among whom are,
made to counterfeit the true Balm of Colum
Scissors—several sizes, and some of supe
Mrs. Sigourney; Mrs. Steele; Mrs. E. C.
His son had broken chilblains, incurable until
bia. Some of the impostors have gone so far he applied this, which cured at once.
rior quality. This day received,by
Stedman ; Mrs. H. M. Penley; Mrs. Whittle
J
D. REMICH.
as to counterfeit the splendid wrappers, and
sey, Editress of the Mother’s Magazine ; Mrs.
One box only cured a leg, sore for nine
the Falls of Niagara, and every external mark months.
Kennebunk, Dec. 2.
Eliza C. Allen, Editress of the Mother’s
.
—-—■
Mrs. McQuade had sore eyes for six years;
BUSH- Yellow Flat Corn, for sale except the name of Comstock, which they
Monthly Journal ; Mrs. L. M, Gardner ; Miss
after trying every thing, cured by few applica
dare not forge.
M. Augusta Coffin ; and many others whose A/WW jjy the subscribers.
D. & S. WARD.
To avoid impositions therefore, always tions.
names have long been known to the public
GOOD assortment of Ledgers, Jouinals,
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 12.
look for the name of Comstock & Co. or of• Every case here referred to happened in Al
as persons of literary merit and moi al worth.
Wastes, Day Books, Quarto and Octa
Comstock, and never buy the article unless it bany in about two months; and every person
But, that which forms its chief claim for sup
vo
Account Books. Just received, by
named can now be pointed out, and most are well
has that name upon it.
D. REMICH.
port isr that it is now conveying to the public
known. We have the certificates from them all.
Sold Wholesale and Retail, only by
such information as will aid in the organiza
Kennebunk,7 Dec. 4.
10,000 trials, and all successful, prove Dailey’s
■ -—A. WARREN.
tion ol those institutions which give proof, FJ1HE subscriber would respectfully inform
Magical Pain Extractor inestimable. It not only
Kennebunk, Nov. 13, 1841.
that ‘There is a chord in the most depraved JL the inhabitants of this town and vicin
cures quicker, but gives no additional pain, nor
heart that heats to kindness.’ Ladies who ity, that he has removed his Goods, and has
leaves a scar.
1
LBS. just received—by
Comstock & Co., wholesale druggists, New lOUU
wish to contribute anything toward lessening taken a stand in the store belonging to Hor
JOSEPH CURTIS & Co.
York,
have
become
the
sole
wholesale
agents
for
human misery, in reforming the intemperate ace Porter, Esq., opposite the “ Mousam
Kennebunk,
Jan. 8.
Mr.
Dailey
in
America
for
twenty
years.
All
and in elevating the degraded of their own House," and has on hand a good assortment of
ANTED immediately a smart, acf^.e orders must be addressed to them, except for the
sex, are respectfully invited to su'
OROCCO
and Caif-skin Wallets, vari
"ST-INDIA AND ENGLISH GOODS,
Lad,—from fourteen to sixteen years' cities of Albany an i Troy.
this work. Published at $1 a j
ous sizes and qualities. This day 16
v sell at reasonable prices.
of age,—as an Apprentice to the Tailoring
For
sale
in
K
g
ink
by
~ Sprue*' street, by
ceived, by
D. REMICH.
~'' VRLES COUSENS.
"usiness.
S. WHITTEN.
A.NDER WARREN.
r*
** ’’’’"’ON, Gener
3w
i Kt lebunk, Dec. 4.
Kennebunk, Dec. 2.
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